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Social media has been in an uproar since a member of European Parliament posted a video of a
hearing in which a Pfizer director admitted the company never tested whether its Covid mRNA
vaccine prevents transmission prior to its approval for emergency use.
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Writes John Sutton John Sutton’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Revisiting all this just makes my blood boil.

LIKE (112) REPLY (12)

Writes T. Paine Redux Random Musings Oct 13, 2022

Amen. I will never forget...ever

LIKE (35) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Oct 13, 2022

Never forget what they did to us.

LIKE (31) REPLY (1)

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022

Never Forget & Never Forgive.

For war crimes at all, much less of this size, there can be no forgiveness. Let them

beg their god for forgiveness but they will pay for their advocacy and implementing

war crimes.
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Jane Scandurra Oct 14, 2022

Amen. I feel exactly the same. I will never forgive or forget.

I live in NY and I refuse to go to any restaurant that was requiring vax proof. Makes me

even madder when I think of how I wholeheartedly supported them with regular take out

orders during lockdown, when I didn’t have to. Now I wouldn’t care one bit if they went

out of business.

LIKE (17) REPLY

Writes DJ Day The Invent-Ory Oct 13, 2022

The vaccinated-s blood is *actually boiling*.

LIKE (16) REPLY

MeresK Oct 15, 2022

Yup. I had a $100k/year job offer rescinded because I wouldn’t take it. I had a horrible

reaction to a flu vaccine years ago, and wanted wait and see about this one. My sister

recently asked me if I was going to try to rejoin the working world. Hell no! There are too

few companies out there that didn’t stand up for us. I also outlined all the ways the

unvaxed were discriminated against. She told me she was sorry I felt that way. I

responded that feelings had nothing to do w it; that’s how it was. I’m still frosty about it.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1)

Writes John Sutton John Sutton’s Newsletter Oct 15, 2022

I'm curious to know if your sister has an understanding of how the mRNA vaccines

work and whether or not she has an awareness of the scope of harm it has caused

to so many.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

MeresK Oct 15, 2022

Mid 2021 she asked why I was against the vax (at that point we knew the

dangers of it). I asked how much time she had cuz it would take an hour or so

to outline my reasons. She said “maybe another time”. However, I put together a

doc that outlined all my concerns, including links to articles supporting my

position and emailed it to her. Her response? “We all have to do what’s best for

ourselves”! Not a single probing question, or push back on anything I wrote. I

actually don’t think she read it.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes John Sutton John Sutton’s Newsletter Oct 15, 2022
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Writes John Sutton John Sutton’s Newsletter Oct 15, 2022

Thank you. I've had the same reaction from friends and family too. I

wonder if it's that facing this so upsets people's fundamental assumptions

of how the world works––the government is there to protect me; the

mainstream media tells the truth---that they run from such questions for

psychological survival. I believe they fundamentally know there is a huge

problem and they just can't face it. So what can we do? How can we reach

people if only to convince them of the need to have an open and honest

conversation?

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

kellyann Oct 16, 2022

i too have the same question: what can we do to get them to see the

other side or at least a glimpse of it, a crack,... a article I read says it's

really no use trying to convince them. As you say, they are wrapped in

fear and their need for security is relieved by the propaganda at all

levels - media, med comm, social platforms, etc. It really is a PsyOp

that some ppl managed to see through for whatever reason.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Citizen Satirist (CS) COVIDsteria + Tales From the Gr… Oct 13, 2022

On the brighter side ;)

HEALTH ALERT: Top 13 Sudden Adult Death Syndrome Causes

- Gardening, solar storms, sleeping positions, Putin, going to the beach, living under

flight paths, sock lines, being a lonely Karen, climate change and the #1 cause of Sudden

Adult Death Syndrome.

https://covidsteria.substack.com/p/top-sudden-adult-death-syndrome-causes

HEALTH ALERT: Top 10 Sudden Adult Death Syndrome Causes

- Napping, having s*x, exercise, some new mysterious unknown element just

"discovered" in the atmosphere, climate change (again) and the (still) #1 cause of

Sudden Adult Death Syndrome (SADS).

https://covidsteria.substack.com/p/top-10-sudden-adult-death-syndrome-causes
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Nova123 Oct 14, 2022

!

 I love it.... "On the brighter side".
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LIKE (3) REPLY

PersianCat Oct 25, 2022

Breathing is a cause of SADS - everyone that gets it was breathing

LIKE (1) REPLY

Tricia Oct 13, 2022

Me too, I don’t even know how to handle it honestly.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes DJ Day The Invent-Ory Oct 14, 2022

Before doing anything when you wake up, pray every morning for strength and

thank the Lord you are alive another day on His great Creation. Praise His immortal

and omnipotent power. Trust me, it helps.

LIKE (9) REPLY

Tricia Oct 13, 2022

Me too. I don’t even know how to handle it honestly.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

Same here. But I can’t stop reading about it.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Nan's 2 Cents Oct 16, 2022

Dear Mr. Sutton,

Revisiting all this just makes me so grateful that I survived it as so many didn't who paid

with their life or feel their life is over due to severe disability.

LIKE (2) REPLY

FELIX PUGA Oct 20, 2022

NEVER FORGETL. I WANT THEM TO HAVE THEIR DAY

LIKE REPLY

Nova123 Oct 14, 2022

Yeah.

LIKE REPLY

Judith Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger
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I'm still very caught up in my anger towards these people and find myself secretly (not a

secret now) hoping they have health repercussions from the shots they wanted to force on

me. Am trying hard to get beyond this as it is not good for my karma or my salvation. And it

also just seems mean spirited on my part.

LIKE (63) REPLY (9)

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022 · edited Oct 13, 2022

I know the feeling. While I still refuse to wish vile health on others as that's just bad

karma like you say, I can't care anymore. Not even for family. I point them to flccc.net and

their "I-Recover: Post Vaccine Treatment Protocols" as an olive branch but am totally

uncaring if they use it or not.

There is a point where mental, emotional, physical and spiritual exhaustion occurs and I

passed that spot a long, long time ago. Just couldn't give a rat's arse. Hopefully this

passes as I hate being this way but I've grown used it LOL.

Good luck everyone, we're all going to need it.

LIKE (26) REPLY

Writes Rob D The Rumble Strip Oct 13, 2022

I think most of us can definitely relate to what you are struggling with Judith. It's not

easy.

LIKE (18) REPLY

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

I lost all of my friends except one life long friend because of all of this. I was demonized

by my neighbors, treated like a pariah, told I was a murderer, and I never, ever gave in,

but damnit, I am still p.o.'d about how I was treated and I can never forgive these people.

LIKE (13) REPLY (2)

Writes misterkel Over the Target Oct 14, 2022

Unfortunately, you may have to forgive. At least some of them.

If they apologize, then... probably best to forgive.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Kathleen Janoski Oct 14, 2022

Why? They ruined people's lives.

People were fired from their jobs.

People were disowned from their families.
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People were disowned from their families.

People were prevented from traveling.

People were prevented from attending school.

People were traumatized.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

K Cline Oct 14, 2022

Why forgive?

Because you are the bigger person.

Because none of us were “awake” all our lives, but we can thank God we

have been awake through this nonsense and that many of those who

spoke horribly to us were not yet awake.

Because we have the privilege of being on the noble side of history.

Because we will be proven correct.

Because the world needed a wake-up call and this was it.

Because we wouldn’t want anyone else to go through the hatred and such

that we went through, even our undeserving families, friends and

colleagues. (I’m not sure “forgive” is the word I’d use for those who did

this to us - WHO, Gates, Fauci, Tam, Trudeau, companies who fired us,

governments who wouldn’t let us travel, hospitals and nursing homes who

either killed or loved ones and or didn’t let us be with them as they died... -

but those who were the sheep that bought the narrative - were just blind

and I’d forgive them in a heart beat and trust they’d see the world more

clearly now.)

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Kathleen Janoski Oct 15, 2022

"Forgive" is not the appropriate word.

I never saw so much hate from people in my life. Wishing our death.

Wanting to put us in "camps" or not being allowed to leave our house.

I had someone say to me that I should be forced vaccinated.

I have no use for these people anymore. I prefer to ignore them.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

I will eventually but it's going to take some time.
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I will eventually but it's going to take some time.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Oct 14, 2022

Agree.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes misterkel Over the Target Oct 13, 2022

similar reactions. Don't want to hate.

Can't stop hating.

I just want them to fucking die.

I wish I didn't want that, but I do.

And, the do deserve it. Evil fucking psycopaths.

But I ONLY wish it on the ones pushing mandates.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1)

kellyann Oct 16, 2022

lol same here ! so we can feel vindicated ? but i am starting to think that's exactly

what THEY want us to do/have: hate and division.

But how do I stopped the incessant reading i do on how right we are and all those

dying fr the V ? dont really know... maybe focus on my life and expend my energy on

positive activity/stuff??

LIKE (1) REPLY

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

Their intentions towards you and other non-compliant people continue to be far worse

than anything we can come up with. We are angry; they are evil.

LIKE (9) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Oct 13, 2022

I feel the same.

LIKE (9) REPLY

Wolly Oct 14, 2022

I'm right there with you. Many people I know who took it, though, were coerced into

doing so.
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LIKE (4) REPLY

Kateinhi Oct 13, 2022

They were shot exempt and had prophylactics. Eviil humans

LIKE (2) REPLY

Sun in Capricorn Oct 13, 2022

I completely understand, Judith. I struggle with this every single day, too.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Rob D The Rumble Strip Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Another part of this story is that most of us who didn't take the *experimental* gene therapy

have *never* told someone they couldn't wear a face diaper and get a shot of their choice.

We have also never advocated denying medical treatment for those who have been severely

injured by taking this risky and sometimes deadly experimental soup. In fact, I believe most of

us who chose not to participate in this experiment believe to this day that someone's health

choice is a personal decision between them and their doctor regardless of the risk to

them...that it's really none of our business. It's a shane we aren't offered the same courtesy.

LIKE (37) REPLY (3)

Wolly Oct 14, 2022

I hold raging contempt for the mask wearers. I ain't gonna lie. If I see that the checkout

person at the supermarket is wearing a mask, I will deliberately go out of my way to go

through the line with the normal, unmasked person, even if that means waiting for much

longer.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

pcummingsRN Oct 15, 2022

Same. It triggers my anger and frustration like nothing else. I don’t like feeling this

way about people. I am a nurse. When I see other healthcare providers still wearing

masks, I really want to smack them for being so stupid. I don’t say a word, though. I

have never openly criticized someone for wearing a mask or getting the vaccine. I,

however, have been treated like I’m dangerous, unworthy, and inferior because I

chose not to get the vaccine. I know I was right not to get it and I feel sorry for the

innocent people who did get it, trusting the people who were pushing it, and

thinking they were doing the right thing. I don’t feel sorry for the self-righteous

people that judged us for not getting it, though.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)
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Wolly Oct 15, 2022

Well said. Well said. Hear hear.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

I strongly said not to take shot, not to kill my nephews, nieces.

It aint approved and should not be given.

LIKE (6) REPLY

Writes Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Oct 13, 2022

Beautifully stated.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

Thank you.

Oh, that is for someone else.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

My 4th grader couldn't resist. Best 3 yrs of my life

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Harry Sanders Harry’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

This was not only obviously appalling, but just so bizarre. Where did all this unreasonable and

overtly venomous hatred for people making a different personal medical choice to

themselves come from? I think a lot of people said this stuff because for some inexplicable

reason this was considered some kind of progressive virtue signal, which I don't understand

because wanting to create an underclass of second class citizens who get treated like vermin

is like something a historical war criminal would want.

LIKE (35) REPLY (6)

Billy Ray Capricorn Oct 14, 2022

There’s a powerful allure to a “justified” hatred that allows one to satisfy the primal

desire to vilify others while maintaining the illusion that you’re being virtuous.

LIKE (7) REPLY

Ray Oct 15, 2022

to my mind, this lookback at the vitriol aimed at the unvaccinated-a reasonable person
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to my mind, this lookback at the vitriol aimed at the unvaccinated-a reasonable person

would conclude that this is a wooden stake through the heart of any single payer

healthcare system where the government gets to dictate who is and is not eligible for

healthcare. you really want a single entity to be able to dictate whether you are eligible to

receive healthcare, and that if you are not up to date on your shots you might be

excluded?

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Writes Harry Sanders Harry’s Newsletter Oct 18, 2022

Alarming in particular for the left to have gone from advocating to universal

healthcare to selective healthcare which would be denied to the unvaccinated, the

same sort of statements the hard right used to make about denying NHS treatment

to eg. the obese and smokers ie. the kind of "it's your own fault so don't expect us

to pay for it" attitude

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 18, 2022 ·

edited Oct 18, 2022

Please give era of widespread # of hard right making these statements. ( I don't

believe government should have much involvement in health care, but once

they do... I never would have dreamed of denying care to anyone eligible for a

service based on race, religion, vax status. I might share views of "hard right"

but am not one of them. It used to be called conservative democrat))

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 15, 2022

When you centralized control, look for evil intent

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

Bizarre. Bingo.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Irene The Insomniac Oct 31, 2022

Those who went along were terrified of Covid and terrified of being in the out group.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Valerie Lanctot-Bedard La lettre de Valérie Oct 14, 2022

You may want to read The Psychology of Totalitarianism by Mattias Desmet. You’ll
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understand that the vast majority of the population is ACTUALLY HYPNOTIZED! Watch

one of his most recent interviews with Tucker Carlson (on Rumble).

I, too, mourn the vanishing of my empathy and compassion towards the jabbed. I just

cannot give a shit what happens to them now. And I know that my closed heart is

actually not good FOR ME!! 

"

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 18, 2022

I've read these theories are to give cover to perpetrators. I'm not arguing it... I have

not studied it much. Just bringing it up

LIKE REPLY

Sun in Capricorn Oct 13, 2022

Spot on!

LIKE REPLY

Irene The Insomniac Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

There needs to be a public acknowledgement and apology. This time last year, my husband

and I were seriously considering leaving Canada. Biggest problem being no where to go that

seemed much better (and of course family, property ties etc.) I remember having to listen to

people go on about the horrible unvaccinated people whose fault everything was, while

keeping my mouth shut that I was in fact one of those horrible people. Thankfully this

particular period of hell seems to be coming to an end and while I wish no ill on anyone, I am

wondering when the penny will drop for everyone I know that's jacked up on mRNA that

perhaps they really made a big booboo when they didn't listen to my pleas for caution.

LIKE (33) REPLY (3)

Sun in Capricorn Oct 13, 2022

Yes, I felt the same, Irene. It was shocking here in Australia, too, where overnight it

seemed people had transmogrified into vengeful, teeth-gnashing zombies. But there

was nowhere to run. Unfortunately, we have nothing that remotely resembles Florida. If

so, I would have hightailed it out of Melbourne like an over-caffeinated cheetah.

LIKE (18) REPLY

Anna Oct 13, 2022

I have no way of proving this but I have to wonder if a couple of family members, who

were vaccinated more than once with the Covid clotshot, got sick because of the

"vaccinations".
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"vaccinations".

They both got cancer (two different kinds) that seemed to occur very suddenly. One

person was dead within a few months and the other is about to undergo treatment. They

are/were elderly (eighties) so I suppose I have to take that into account. But I also know

many people who were vaxxed and got covid anyways, sometimes more than once. Or

they're always sick with something or other. No-one wants to see their loved ones suffer

from this clotshot but after speaking out once against it and being scoffed at or ignored,

there isn't much more that I can do. I feel resentful toward everyone who was quite

willing to discriminate against those they deemed "unclean" . The PM of Canada was

very quick to vilify Canadians who questioned the clotshot and didn't want to take it. It's

tragic that many were coerced into doing it so that they could continue to work and feed

their families. I feel we are owed an apology but I doubt that will happen.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Wolly Oct 14, 2022

I can attest to this as well. The most heavily vaccinated people I know have all had

quite a number of health issues too.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Ray Oct 15, 2022

ain't gonna happen Irene. There's not going to be a public apology ever. Just move on

and remember those who were quick to go along with it, and those who didn't. those

who didn't are people with integrity and individuals you can trust.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Janet Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

I couldn’t sleep. I felt the world was closing in on me. My world blew up when I realized even

my sisters and political tribe had betrayed me. My library threw me out because I didn’t have

a mask. A friend said she couldn’t be around me because I might kill her and her husband. I

was shunned and shamed. I kept my mouth shut as I could. I felt like Jonah spit out on a

foreign shore. I knew then this was evil led by Satan. From the very beginning. God picked me

up. But I want to get into peoples faces. Wipe the smug off of them. But I feel it’s just the

beginning for many that contributed to the evil unknowingly in fear. Their unexpected trip into

danger may be coming. I can forgive. I save my condemnation for those who engineered this.

All of them and wish them the punishments they so richly deserve by Gods justice. Those are

eternally lasting. I won’t forget. Ever.

LIKE (25) REPLY (4)

Michael P Senger Oct 13, 2022 Author
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Michael P Senger Oct 13, 2022 Author

This is awful to hear—I'm so sorry Janet!

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Janet Oct 13, 2022

I got through it and came out much stronger. I found out I really have this courage in

me. A conscience that allows me to sleep at night. That informs my life now. Like so

many here who encourage me and allow me to know I am not alone. I hope I do the

same for others.

LIKE (22) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

I took the first two Pfizer jabs because I caved to pressure from almost

everyone I know. I wouldn’t have felt good about lying and pretending I got

“vaxxed” when I didn’t. The Killing Grandma propaganda got to me. That’s on

me. Trusting fool.

But I will never take another shot, I will never wear a mask again, I will not carry

a card with my health information on it, I will not stay home because a

bureaucrat tells me to. Being on pages like this one is so heartening. We are not

alone. People here Get It.

LIKE (18) REPLY (4)

Writes Motu is in Charge SGH’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022

Me too.. Deeply regret getting 2 clotshots. 2nd one gave a bad reaction

including onset of AFIB.

I fear there will be another round of this madness but resistance will be

much stronger I hope.

Covid experts here in NZ are back after a well earned holiday and cranking

up the fear around a new "wave". Only place I really see masks is in the

rubbish and on the sidewalks but I am sure they are stockpiled

somewhere. Meanwhile we have moved on to climate emergency and

taxing farmers with a new "cow fart tax".

LIKE (5) REPLY (2)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

I’m sorry you developed from the shot. The only lingering effect I have

is tinnitus that started within hours of #2. There will be more rounds

but I agree that resistance will be much stronger next time. There will
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always be obedient lemmings but I hope that some of them will wise

up.

Where is all the concern for The Environment when they toss their

masks on the ground? I will pick up litter but I won’t pick up

someone’s filthy mask.

The cow fart tax is one of the more ridiculous “climate initiatives” Here

in the States it seems to be more focused on electric cars. The earth-

destroying strip mining required to get the metals fir the batteries and

the child and/or slave labor utilized in China and Africa seem to

trouble them not a bit.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Irene The Insomniac Oct 31, 2022

Nor the slave labour in China producing solar panels

LIKE REPLY

Janet Oct 14, 2022

I see very few masks around these days. Even the teens show

their faces now. I think it will be much harder to get obedient

zombies in the future. But try they will so we must remain vigilant

and get that mindset that “I will not obey”.

LIKE REPLY

diogenes Oct 15, 2022

Do you even realise what you’ve done?

Do you even realise what you are?

LIKE REPLY

Janet Oct 14, 2022

Try to move on. Live your best life. You are stronger now . They won’t be

able to pull that on you again so Good for you. Just get healthy. Try the

protocols. Do what makes you happy. I’m old. Retired. I didn’t have those

horrible choices to make. I feel deeply for them. Im the granny in the family

and luckily my daughter snd her family didn’t isolate me. Other family

members did—because of unjabbed. But they took the jabs. I pray for

them. They don’t tell me if they booster. Im more worried about that as my

grandson was surely vax damaged by the HPV. Mentally. I have warned

them. You are strong. And not alone. 

# #
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them. You are strong. And not alone. 

# #

LIKE (4) REPLY

diogenes Oct 15, 2022

Do you even realise what you’ve done?

Do you even realise what you are?

LIKE REPLY

Wolly Oct 14, 2022

There is a detox protocol, though I don't know how well it works after the

vaccine has been allowed to circulate in your system. Do you want me to

share it? Also, I think it depends greatly on WHERE you got the shots. Most

of the damage seems to have come from specific lots, at least here in the

US. https://howbad.info/

LIKE REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 15, 2022

I checked my lot. It had a relatively low % of injury and even lower of

death but the numbers only reject what was reported (on VAERS?) so

I’ve no idea how accurate the numbers on this site are.

LIKE REPLY

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

Same. I was treated like a leper after friends/neighbors found out I was unvaxxed. I've

never felt that before. It was profound. Uninvited from events, weddings, gatherings,

ostracized... I literally had people who would not come near me bc of my status. Always

20 feet away trying to scream a conversation. Totally bizarre.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Janet Oct 14, 2022

I feel for you. It was the worst time in my life bar none. And I’m 74. Frightening and

so ominous as well. Now people who were afraid of me chatter on about their 2nd

infections and friends with Covid. Blah blah with no thought or real thinking going

on. I just sit there. I’d just get blank stares anyway. But I may start dropping a few

$

 soon.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

It really was bad and surreal at the same time. I was like, what happened to all
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It really was bad and surreal at the same time. I was like, what happened to all

these people who I thought were smarter than this? Amazing how quickly

"friends" will turn on you. I had to drop them when I realized they would be the

first ones to send me to a Covid camp for the unvaccinated. I lost trust is so

many people. Will never get it back.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 15, 2022

I think they were, possibly still are, so deeply afraid of Covid that their

brains can’t function properly. The fake vaccines may have some effect

there, too, either creating a paranoia or reinforcing existing fears. Just a

Conspiracy Theory

™

 of mine...

LIKE (1) REPLY

Toffeepud Oct 14, 2022

That's dreadful. I'm so sorry. We've really seen the darkest side of people we

thought we knew.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2)

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

Covid ended up being the great reveal didn't it?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Kathleen Janoski Oct 14, 2022

No kidding. The people I knew for years turned into shot Nazis.

LIKE REPLY

Janet Oct 14, 2022

They say what they did now to us reveals what they would have done in

Germany.

LIKE (3) REPLY (3)

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

I never understood how people could let the holocaust happen. Now I

understand.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Oct 14, 2022

Perfect comment.
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I never could understand how the "good" Germans stood by, and even

supported, the atrocities.

Now, I get it.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Ruth Elkin Oct 30, 2022 · edited Oct 30, 2022

To attempt to understood how they did this--and thus to try to

understand why so many act the way they do in these times, I hope to

read "They Thought They Were Free: The Germans, 1933-45" by

Milton Mayer.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Toffeepud Oct 14, 2022

Yeah, I believe that.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Toffeepud Oct 13, 2022

I'm so sorry to read this Janet.

LIKE (3) REPLY

pcummingsRN Oct 15, 2022

Amen! 

&

LIKE (1) REPLY

INGRID C DURDEN Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Some Pfizer person said that on TV before the roll out. I immediately knew then that the shots

were useless, and a conspiracy theory formed in my mind, because if they force a useless

shot on people, what is it for? It does not serve any health purposes, especially coming from

a criminal organization (pfizer) and a company who never made a working med (moderna)..

When I saw the disclosed ingredients of Johnson's jab, there was the same bad stuff. No way

was I going to get that jab!

LIKE (25) REPLY

Writes Oh Susanna The Walrus and the Carpenter Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

It's hard to believe we are now looking at this in the rearview mirror. It was so frightening at

the time and seemed like it might never end and just continue getting worse.

LIKE (19) REPLY (6)
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Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

I hate to say it... They aint finished with us. Stay nimble

LIKE (23) REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

And... We have just made tiny steps on them.

Icke has great quote... They've entered the room, the door has closed behind

them.... And that door aint opening up again

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022

Oh this is a long way from over. Think "eye of the hurricane". This fall in the northern

hemisphere with the majority having damaged or no immune system it's going to get real

ugly. Of course they will blame the unvaxxed again. What else can they do? Admit they

murdered millions?

LIKE (11) REPLY

Patricia Ernst Oct 13, 2022

In Germany they are still trying to pressure into getting the jab.

LIKE (9) REPLY

SusanSays Oct 13, 2022

We haven't yet discovered the long-term effects of this experiment on humanity.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Kathleen Janoski Oct 13, 2022

Injury and death.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

She might be referring to shedding

LIKE (2) REPLY

Teresa Oct 13, 2022

We must thank our lucky stars the jabs don't actually work. Imagine if they did, how

much worse it would be by now.

LIKE (2) REPLY
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Writes Valerie Lanctot-Bedard La lettre de Valérie Oct 14, 2022

Winter Is Coming

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Justin Trudeau: "If you don't want to get vaccinated, that’s your choice, but don’t think you

can get on a train or plane beside vaccinated people and put them at risk"

Me: "Uh, you just admitted your vaccines don't work"

And yet the clown got re-elected. Sigh. I'm beginning to think that the majority of the injected

will go to their deaths proudly proclaiming "It's NOT the vax". Similar to those Stalin executed

who still proclaimed the glory of the revolution as they were lead to the gallows. Stalin had an

accurate term for them, "Useful Idiots".

LIKE (17) REPLY (1)

Writes Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Oct 13, 2022

Elections of the highest leaders around the world have been completely rigged by the

elites. Biden was not elected dogcatcher in 2020. Newsome was totally recalled in

California. More evidence of how widespread the election stealing has been for decades

now has been emerging.

LIKE (9) REPLY

SN Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

As an unvaxxed teacher amongst vaccinated teachers who supported the vax passports, i

asked how could they support their vaxxed passport 'freedom' based on my segregation?

Guess what? They didnt care! Why? Coz they saw me as unclean and a threat to them. Isnt

that how it started for the Jews in Germany?

LIKE (15) REPLY (1)

Writes Valerie Lanctot-Bedard La lettre de Valérie Oct 14, 2022

Many folks who lived through the rise of nazism - both Jewish and not - say that yes, this

is the exact same slope we are on. Plz read and/or watch Mattias Desmet on

totalitarianism. It’s fascinating , as a phenomenon. Apart from being dreadful!!!

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes NE - nakedemperor.substack.com The Naked Emperor’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022

Liked by Michael P Senger

And this study was used to manipulate those people, to make them angry towards the
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And this study was used to manipulate those people, to make them angry towards the

unvaccinated and to guilt them into getting a jab against their will.

https://nakedemperor.substack.com/p/why-anger-towards-the-unvaccinated

LIKE (13) REPLY

Freedom Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

The vaccine doesn't work and everybody knows it.

Millions of people have been coerced into taking an unsafe, ineffective vaccine produced by

an unholy alliance of the US Government, Big Pharma, and Ivy League lawyers. They bent us

all over and rogered us good and hard. And there's literally nothing we can do. It's all legal,

and Pfizer is indemnified.

I'm disgusted at the arrogance of our ruling managerial class of attention seeking frauds, and

those who enable them.

LIKE (12) REPLY (2)

Ripple Oct 13, 2022

The Media is a big part of the alliance.

LIKE (5) REPLY

pcummingsRN Oct 15, 2022

I’m disgusted by all the MDs and healthcare administration that gel for it. I’m even more

disgusted by healthcare providers who don’t acknowledge vaccine injuries.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Ozgirl Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Remember when Pfizer CEO says people who spread misinformation on Covid vaccines are

'criminals' ? Yet they knew their vaccines didn’t stop transmission, they never corrected any

Gov or health Authorities that said they did & some of the elderly or at risk believing this likely

put themselves in a position to catch Covid when they may not have if they knew the truth.

How many of those people died because they were lied to ? This FACT should not be ignored.

The purchasing agreement in the EU even said that they basically knew it would not stop

transmission. A 2 line sentence at the bottom of the forms a few pages in.

LIKE (12) REPLY (2)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

People who proclaimed these things are “safe and effective” are the criminals.

LIKE (3) REPLY
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Ozgirl Oct 13, 2022

And if the EU contract noted transmission, every contract would have as well.

The only difference in contracts might have been price.

LIKE (2) REPLY

John Watkinson Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Yes the world is full of ignorant gobshites, as we say in the UK. We have their card well

marked. Those in public office need Biology lessons - whilst they are serving time in jail.

The other chinless wonders have earned our total contempt.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1)

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

It's death penalty

LIKE (3) REPLY

Toffeepud Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

And still people are rolling up their sleeves for a 5th.....and in denial of any harms caused. The

comforting lies people tell themselves never cease to amaze me. I'm still struggling to come

to terms with what has happened in the past 2 odd years, I've got ptsd and there are some

friends I just don't feel the same way about anymore. They fell hook line and sinker for the jab

narrative and can't understand why others declined. Worse, they forced their healthy young

adult children to have it too. Unnecessary. Dangerous. Who knows what damage they've

done.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

I have the same situation with friends. Their blindness to what is going on is too much to

take.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes Truth Seeker Truth’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Still waiting for apologies from so many politicians, people who call themselves journalists,

leaders of big corporations, friends, family, etc., who demonized us for not taking an

experimental drug. Thank you, Michael, for keeping an archive of all the nastiness people

spewed. In the future these same people will say they never said or wrote such things. That is

my main reason for keeping my social media account: it's a record of what I never dreamed

people would say to me and others.
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people would say to me and others.

LIKE (10) REPLY (3)

Celayne Jones Oct 15, 2022

There will be no apologies. Just as no one ever admitted they were wrong about masks

or about the efficacy of the shots, lockdowns, any of 5”their dangerous policies. The

CDC website was changed quietly and nothing was said of it. They rewrote history on

the fly. Anyone who calls them on it is accused of spreading our age’s great demon,

Misinformation.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022

Don't hold your breath LOL. Feel free to rub it in their faces with some sick and twisted

humour. I love to send these out to people. I think I'm on a lot of block lists now for some

reason.

https://i.postimg.cc/2jvdS36N/I-Completely-Agree-With-You.jpg

https://i.postimg.cc/3xcfbFGR/Nelson-Ha-Ha.png

https://i.postimg.cc/P5LLcBVD/Cavemen-Do-ALittle-Research.png

https://i.postimg.cc/bJ1VRVjc/Jim-Jones-1.jpg

https://i.postimg.cc/HWRjMSks/Dennis-Rodman.png

https://i.postimg.cc/hjYHpStw/Jacks-Brewery-All4.png

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Lost Librarian Oct 14, 2022

the beer one is excellent

LIKE (1) REPLY

diogenes Oct 15, 2022

An apology won’t cut it.

It would be an insult, even. This was not an “oopsie” moment of trifling consequence.

90%+ of the world population subjected us to years of torture, and we came to the edge

of being dealt with in Pol Pot style.

I don’t even see how we could be indemnified, there is nothing that would satisfy what

they’ve done.

There is nothing that can correct the impossibility of a future that includes them. Only

the Apocalypse.
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the Apocalypse.

LIKE (2) REPLY

SusanSays Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Why are we "tolerating" Trudeau?

LIKE (10) REPLY (1)

Irene The Insomniac Oct 13, 2022

Can't wait to see his testimony at the Emergencies Act Commission... "uh uhm gug er,

plastic water bottle thingy, uh climate change uh duh, Gerald Butts told me to do it". I'm

done tolerating the narcissist. Also Sellout Singh propping up Prime Minister Blackface.

Just can't make this shite up.

LIKE (10) REPLY (2)

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022

Jaggoff Singh should be extradited to India to face his terrorism charges. The clown

can't even go to the USA as he's on their terror lists LOL.

I mean we extradite people to white countries all the time. It's downright racist not

to extradite them to brown countries.

The NDP are the anal suppository for the Liberals. It's good they know their place

and fit in where they belong.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Oct 13, 2022

He could just say, "Klaus Schwab "penetrated" the Canadian cabinet.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Sun in Capricorn Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

I have been utterly shocked by the grotesque efforts governments made to inject their

beleagured populations with a barely-tested garbage shot that has killed and sickened

millions. I will never forget how terrifying it was to be told that I might be banished from

society altogether if I continued to refuse the injection. Rather than beat me into submission,

however, the relentless hectoring drove me to do the exact opposite of whatever these

malevolent despots demanded.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

Liked by Michael P Senger
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Keep this as evidence for Nuremberg trials.

Some of these, prima facie evidence of guilt of death penalty offense.

Damn, open and shut. ALWAYS INVOKE NUREMBERG CODE VIOLATION AND DEATH

PENALTY.

It spooks them

LIKE (8) REPLY

Writes Michael Kowalik Michael Kowalik’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022

Liked by Michael P Senger

By refusing any medical procedure imposed by state coercion we preserve the right to free

medical consent for our children and future generations. All those who took the shot when it

was mandated have betrayed their own children and the future of humanity.

https://michaelkowalik.substack.com/p/why-vaccine-mandates-are-unethical
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SN Oct 13, 2022

Well said.

LIKE REPLY

Maggie Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

My husband and I are proud purebloods! Almost everyone in my family, my husband’s family,

and most of my friends got the shot. We tried very hard to get them to wait until more

research came out, to no avail. We have not been welcome at my husband’s family

celebrations, so we have stayed away. I’m not mad at those who took the shot, because they

were all brainwashed, I’m mad at the government, the media, the “scientists”, everyone who

repeated the lie over and over again!!! I pray they all get the justice they deserve! In the

meantime, I’m just waiting for people I know to start dying, or coming down with weird

illnesses they can’t explain. In fact, it’s already started. 
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tom dun Oct 13, 2022

If I were you I'd leave these people behind in your wake. From my experience of

becoming 'friends' again with a longtime vaxed friend, a year after our big disagreement,

after the initial welcome back conversation there was nothing else to talk about. He

won't come to my house to visit and I can't go to his still because he's brainwashed. But

he wanted to talk on the phone. It happened....once and then that was the end. No

arguments or disagreement, I guess he just knew that he was a Judas and there was
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nothing else to say, he never called again. Sorry for the ramble but that's my experience.
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Celayne Jones Oct 14, 2022

I had a relationship like that. Glad it’s in the rear view mirror now.

LIKE REPLY

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

I know many people who have developed weird health conditions after booster shots.

Most of them get still more shots and deny the correlation between jabs and illness. I

don’t understand. I guess brainwashing is real!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Felix Markman Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

F*** all these people! All fools!

LIKE (7) REPLY

Writes Rebel2Tyrants Rebellion 2 Tyrants = Obedience… Oct 13, 2022

Liked by Michael P Senger

The US still requires foreign national air travelers to the United States to be fully vaxxed and

to provide proof of vaxx status prior to boarding an airplane to fly to the United States, with

only limited exceptions.

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/emergencies/covid-19-faqs-for-

travel-to-the-us-information.html

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

Stroll in at the Texas border and they won’t care.

LIKE (6) REPLY

Writes Valerie Lanctot-Bedard La lettre de Valérie Oct 14, 2022

Yep will be driving into Vermont to fly to visit with my us-based sister (now that there are

no restrictions left on the Canada side, and until they kick in again!)
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Neil Pryke Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Michael, the harassment and hounding are still going on!

Look at this, from Canada:
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Look at this, from Canada:

https://tnc.news/2022/10/11/treat-vaccine-hesitancy/

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Irene The Insomniac Oct 13, 2022

yeah another gift from the CPSO that just keeps on giving. We have a major doctor

shortage without having one after another cave to the CPSO. There is no way I am going

near any hospital/doctor's office. Time for parallel health care, not chronic illness

maintenance care.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2)

Patricia Ernst Oct 13, 2022

I feel the same way here in Germany. I only go to the doctor as the last resort.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Oct 13, 2022

Same in US.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jack McJackers McJacker’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Compilations like this are very helpful, will be increasingly useful over time...thanks!

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes TRM Dead Pool Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

All that over a disease with an IFR (Infection Fatality Rate) of 0.3 (CDC May of 2020. Current

variant is half that). Sheesh these people wet their pants easy. I'd hate to be around them in a

real emergency.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

Bureaucrats everywhere couldn’t believe their good fortune that so many people

scampered to obey ridiculous orders in the name of “safety”.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Lodazal Oct 13, 2022

I believe you mean 0.3% IFR, which clearly doesn't sound like a triage situation.
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Bart Heerema Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger
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Bart Heerema Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Thank you for this article and articulating this subject so well.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Lena Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Thank you for this. I keep copies of this so I can remind people what those of us in the

medical field were silent about.
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Say_my_Name Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

It is our responsibility to remember all of this. Especially on Nov 8

LIKE (3) REPLY

tom dun Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

https://gript.ie/ff-senator-unvaxxed-should-be-banned-from-supermarkets-buses/

This was the level of pure fucking hatred from the political class in Ireland

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Writes Valerie Lanctot-Bedard La lettre de Valérie Oct 14, 2022

In New Brunswick all stores (including groceries) were allow to block access to

nonjabbed if they so chose. At some point can’t remember when - I guess a year ago.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Thank you for this excellent compilation of how free-thinkers who knew there was something

off about this whole "pandemic" were publicly and socially ostracized. It in itself is yet

another crime against the people of this world.
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D D Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

This is just another atrocity among so many, it makes my head spin. After listening to Vera

Sharav being interviewed on OvalMedia, there are so many facets to consider and all of the

administrators of the deceit will be held accountable on the "other side" if not before.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes John Raymond The Mother of God vs. "Pope" Fr… Oct 13, 2022

Liked by Michael P Senger

I look at my 62 year old gorilla pecs, and no one can demonize me.
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I look at my 62 year old gorilla pecs, and no one can demonize me.

Tremendous sense of humor, and I know my greatness. Piss on them
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Look Spygawker Oct 13, 2022 · edited Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

What tragic life lesson that was indeed for us. We must one day - when it eventually will all

come to light- forgive, but never ever shall we forget and become complacent again.

Unjabbed Menace - a 30min meditation on the hate and discrimination against the brave

unjabbed!

May you all be well!

https://rumble.com/v1gx2tz-unjabbed-menace-a-twitter-chronicle-of-hate-and-

discrimination.html
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diogenes Oct 15, 2022

Most of us here always knew that the majority of people are soulless, lazy, dumb, greedy,

cowards… however I think none of us were expecting there were so many of them, so

fanatical, so evil… and even so close to us.

Personally, I will never be able to move on.

I can’t even leave my house anymore—no longer a home—and it’s not out of fear, it’s

disgust.

People here talk about this in the past tense as if it was over. This is forever.
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Chris Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Thank you for this post. It is important that we keep reminding people over and over again

about what aggressive, criminal and coercive actions took place. If words are violence than

the politicians, media, and “expert class” narratives were a slaughter on the populace.

The people must never forget.

When humans get comfortable, they forget the hard times...

Humans must never forget so this never happens again.
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Rosa the Riveted Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Sad and maddening
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LIKE (2) REPLY

Anon38901932047 Oct 13, 2022

What if they'd banned the unvaxxed from hospitals but allowed them as much HCQ,

Ivermectin and Fluvoxamine -- and yes, even horse paste -- as they wanted?

But no. Instead, they sought to deny the unvaxxed all medical care. It's such a beautifully

perfect display of humanity's dark side. No compromise is allowed because tolerance of evil

is not a virtue.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2)

Math-maker Nov 1, 2022

From what they did to patients in the hospital it's a cinch we would be better off

LIKE (2) REPLY

Celayne Jones Oct 14, 2022

We aren’t allowed a day in our medical treatment once we enter their clutches. It’s all

directed by bureaucrats who probably aren’t even physicians.

LIKE (1) REPLY

VanishingTribe Oct 13, 2022 Liked by Michael P Senger

Great article. Keep this front and center. Never let these evil pharma pimps gaslight the

clueless, the ignorant about what they’ve done.
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Writes Riff Raffer Riff’s Newsletter Oct 13, 2022

I’m guessing that the true apex parasites like the Rockefellers, Rothchilds etc, have decided

that now is a good time to throw big pharma under the bus. And they hope our attention will

no longer be on them. Nope. Every last one, from Bill “Depopulation” Gates, Fauci and these

billionaire crime families need to be held accountable. These genocidal globalists need to be

destroyed.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Writes Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Oct 13, 2022

Could not agree more.
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Writes Brucha Weisberger In G-d’s Army There’s Only Truth Oct 13, 2022

Excellent post. But I have a very important correction. You state that according to Martin

Kulldorf, the shots likely yielded benefit for the elderly and vulnerable. That’s absolutely
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Kulldorf, the shots likely yielded benefit for the elderly and vulnerable. That’s absolutely

incorrect. Already one and a half years ago, Dr. Herve Seligmann analyzed Israeli data and

concluded that the shots killed 40X more elderly people than the virus would have in the

specified time period. (For younger people, the difference was a startling 260X more.) In

October 2021, I was present when Dr. Peter McCullough testified over zoom to a Rabbinical

court, and he stated clearly that people of EVERY age, (and even if they would not be able to

access early treatment for the virus), are better off taking their chances with the virus than

the shot. The huge surge of nursing home deaths after covid vaccinations, documented by

many witnesses/articles, illustrates this clearly.

You can see part of the information in this article I wrote yesterday.

https://truth613.substack.com/p/something-strange-is-happening-as

Remember, whatever the virus can do, like blood clots, etc, the shot will do, and worse. Same

bioweapon but far more dangerous when it’s being injected; when every cell in the body

becomes a factory for producing the toxic spike protein, with no off switch. Once a person

truly understands this poison and the extent of its murder, they know it’s ludicrous to posit

that it saves any lives.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Patti Oct 13, 2022

Very well said!

LIKE REPLY

KurtOverley Oct 13, 2022

The Covidian fascists who coerced the unwilling into experimental vaccine induced injury and

death deserve full liability and prison time.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

Maybe a few jabs of their “safe and effective” witches brew.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Patrick Killelea Patrick.net Memes Oct 14, 2022

I'm making a collection of things we must never forget.

https://patrick.net/post/1343934/2022-03-03-what-i-won-t-forget

We must pursue this as long as it takes to get those who mandated the toxxine behind bars.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Jane Scandurra Oct 15, 2022
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Jane Scandurra Oct 15, 2022

Excellent compilation. Well done. Makes me mad to read and remember. It’s breathtaking

to read and realize how much and how quickly they were able to change the world.

Watch this...Ed’s overall thesis with supporting data and analysis is pretty undeniable at

this point.

https://rumble.com/v1mny36-ed-dowd-covid-and-the-global-financial-collapse-a-tale-

of-catastrophes-and-.html

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes MyCovidBubble MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Oct 14, 2022

Thank you so much for writing about this. We can NEVER forget how they treated the

unvaccinated and we can never let it happen again. They want nothing more than to brush it

all under the rug and have their actions permanently memory holed. We can't let them do

this.

I just covered this topic on my first Substack post because I am still so damn mad about it.

https://mycovidbubble.substack.com/p/great-arbitrators-of-covid

LIKE (3) REPLY

Patti Oct 13, 2022

I am going to argue that even the elderly should not have taken these shots that only weaken

your immune system. How is that good for anyone? What they should have been given is

ivermectin and hcq.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 15, 2022

Healthy elderly people are not at an especially high risk, it’s just that most elderly are on

multiple medications and that makes them more susceptible to all sorts of

communicable diseases. Most people I know in my age group (I’m 66) and older are on

at least one pharma drug and many of those take several.

LIKE REPLY

Ari Oct 13, 2022

Everyone is entirely too nice about how we are framing this series of criminal events.

The unnessasary and completely avoidable death of young, vibrant and otherwise healthy

human beings, as a result of being coerced into participating into what is effectively the

largest human trial of an experimental biological agent, is more than just, "an unconscionable

tragedy", it is criminal.
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For that matter it is no less heinous a crime to completely isolate the elderly in covid positive

environments until they are dead.

Perpetuating the notion that the experimental biological agent is effective by intentionally

misleading the public by quoting out the Relative Risk Reduction ( I believe their claim was

95% ) as opposed to the Absolute Risk Reduction ( which is actually 0.08%, yes that is less

than one percent! ) is criminal.

Making claims regarding the safety of the experimental biological agent without having done

any actual science to back up those claims is criminal.

To KNOW that there are serious side effects including death associated with the experimental

biological agent and withholding that information from the very same public that you have

been pushing to take the experimental biological agent for the previous 2 years is criminal.

Every talking head, every mouthpiece, every 'professional', every politician, DEFINITELY Fauci

and Daszic and every other lackey, scientist fraud 'Igor' that leveraged their position,

standing and reputation on pushing the experimental biological agent need to be held liable

for this crime against humanity.

Yes, I am incensed.

Yes there must be a reckoning and it should be of the most epic, biblical proportions.

Pfizer is a criminal enterprise with an exhaustive history of criminal behavior.

Our doctors, scientists and politicians have been captured and corrupted through

association.

We must not accept a financial settlement this time.

Enough is enough!

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Jay Nera The Canadian Hurt Locker Oct 15, 2022

Great job. In Canada, we have also had thousands and thousands of people lose their

jobs(leave without pay, still not back to work) -- even with health care staffing crisis they

haven't hired back the unjabbed health care professionals -- there have been people denied

life saving transplants and surgeries, and parents that have used it to gain full custody of

children from unjabbed parents. How so many people have stood by and let this happen is

frightening.
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KLS Oct 14, 2022

It was so weird to be dehumanized bc I chose not to vaccinate. People being dehumanized
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It was so weird to be dehumanized bc I chose not to vaccinate. People being dehumanized

happened in Nazi Germany and that’s what it felt like. When thinking about this subject, I

often think about the black and white photo of a Jewish woman who is crying and in her

underwear running away from a crowd of men laughing and taunting her. I will never

understand how people could have behaved that way but the way the unvaxxed were

mistreated gives me a clue. Not as bad of course but horrible and a kind of personal world

shattering event for so many of us.

LIKE (2) REPLY

David Oct 14, 2022

Buckle up folks - it’s going to get nasty again. This winter is going to be a rough one because

of all the compromised immune systems from the jabs. They will levy this against those who

wouldn’t take them, and use it as a reason to apply further pressure and forced vaccinations

and/or “voluntary” quarantines.

Shit is going to get really real, really quickly.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 15, 2022

They can shove it. I won’t comply and I suspect that many others will not either.

LIKE REPLY

I am not your Other Oct 13, 2022

Don't forget Fauci's wife, who wrote the ethics paper saying it's cool to shame etc the

unvaxed.

https://presidentialhill.com/dr-faucis-wife-sent-messages-calling-for-harassment/

https://www.sgtreport.com/2022/05/u-s-bioethics-chief-who-happens-to-be-faucis-wife-

published-a-new-paper-telling-corporates-they-can-ethically-pressure-employees-and-

embarrass-vaccine-resistors/

And to really get your blood boiling - https://nypost.com/2022/09/29/fauci-and-wifes-wealth-

skyrocketed-by-5m-during-pandemic-analysis/

LIKE (2) REPLY

LibertyLovingAmerican Oct 13, 2022

MAGA populism must overwhelm the polls on Nov 8 and vote these bums out!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Stateless3 Stateless’s Substack Oct 15, 2022

There is no virus. Think about it.
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There is no virus. Think about it.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

diogenes Oct 15, 2022 · edited Oct 15, 2022

The fundamental Truth we knew from the beginning and throughout the entire psyop,

and that was all a reasonable individual needed to discern and decide. Three years later,

90%+ of people will still throw rocks at you for stating this Truth.

I will never forgive.

I will never forget.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Stateless3 Stateless’s Substack Oct 17, 2022

You shouldn't.

"And for this reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should believe

the lie, that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had

pleasure in unrighteousness (2 Thess 2:11-12)."

The people pulling the current psyop constructed this book. It's a pity so few people

read it.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Frankenheimer Graff Oct 14, 2022

The interesting bit is that the multi-vaxxed are now x-times more likely to get reinfected than

those with natural immunity AND that of every ten Covid hospitalizations 9 are multi-vaxxed.

So who is occupying hospital beds more than anyone else these days, you schmucks?

LIKE (1) REPLY

The Ungovernable Oct 14, 2022

Please keep posting reminders like this. Lets never forget!!!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Lost Librarian Oct 14, 2022

Thanks Michael for this documentation. Add this to the list, from Australia, an article I can't

forget.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/13/my-bile-rises-as-im-asked-to-

move-my-dying-cancer-patient-out-of-icu-to-make-room-for-an-unvaccinated-man-with-

covid
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owen Oct 14, 2022

i cant stop laughing ... it was pretty funny at the time

... it is fucking hilarious now

c'mon man - where is your sense of dark humor ???

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes LawyerLisa LawyerLisa’s Substack Oct 14, 2022

https://youtu.be/Jy0EHlEkLHw

I call this video I made Hate by Number.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Lost Librarian Oct 14, 2022

Powerful video Lisa. Captures the emotion of the time as well. It's a year since I got

turfed out of my job in Melbourne, Victoria. Amazing how similar experiences were in our

two countries. I was really inspired by the Canadian truckers. I had a cry every time I saw

them driving along and the people waving to them in support. It really helped that people

were taking a stand against this insanity

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes LawyerLisa LawyerLisa’s Substack Oct 14, 2022

i would love a following in Australia send to your freedom fighters. Stay strong. We

grow in abilities, organization, motivation and number DAILY. love from Canada!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Lost Librarian Oct 14, 2022

Love back from Australia. Looking forward to a life based on joy and inspiration,

not a life based on biometrics and vaccines !

LIKE REPLY

michael Oct 13, 2022

Thank god someone has catalogued the hell we all had to endure over the last 2.5 years.

Thinking of alllllll the people who lost their jobs over the mandates... it would be only

appropriate for the useful idiots listed above to lose theirs. I will never forget, or forgive.
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Cindi Oct 13, 2022

NOBODY - even elderly & unhealthy/co-morbids of ANY age - should have been subject to
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the poison, circa 2020 to present.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Emily Oct 13, 2022

Now that the leadership in these countries have revealed their propensity for insane health

apartheid…

When’s the next pandemic?

LIKE (1) REPLY

Johanna Neuman Oct 13, 2022

As I said in my Make Orwell Fiction Again newsletter yesterday, the government promised a

safe and effective vaccine. It wasn’t safe, wasn’t effective and wasn’t even a vaccine!

https://open.substack.com/pub/johannaneuman/p/the-covid-lies-my-government-told?

r=2ruik&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 13, 2022

I read your article and subscribed. I agree with you 100%.

LIKE (2) REPLY

David Holmes Feb 7

This quote sums it up.

The worst sin toward our fellow creatures is not to hate them, but to be indifferent to them:

that's the essence of inhumanity. George Bernard Shaw

I believe this scam has shown us who is truly evil and who would readily send us to the death

camps. Does this scenario and its absolute indifference ring a bell?

LIKE REPLY

Martin Turner Dec 29, 2022

Keeping a documented and evidenced based record of the treatment we all had to suffer and

face is important to bring these totalitarian bastards that enforced and promoted this

treatment of us to justice, thank you for doing so

LIKE REPLY

Writes David God's Witness Dec 24, 2022

Fuck you Jew.....

LIKE REPLY
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Writes David God's Witness Dec 24, 2022

I came very very close to taking an AK-47 and just start going around killing people left and

right. Kill all the Police and take them on full force at their own Police Station. Go to the Media

outlets and murder every single solitary person there. Go to the courts and light up all the

lawyers and judges and then go to the FBI and hunt them down one by one and execute them

in cold blood. Then I'd be gunning for Military punk boys and actually show them for the first

time in their worthless miserable meaningless lives what a real man is......And real men aren't

order following sissies doing what they're told to do without any free will....God's Witness

hates people and hates this world.....God's Witness is here to call out everyone on this planet

and call them the SCUM that they ALL are. You cannot hide nor can you fool God's Witness.

For it is God who has SHOWN me who and what all of you are. He has shown me what YOU

do in SECRET......You are all condemned.....You can cry and complain and protest all you want

to....but you know between good and evil and you chose evil so now you're going to have to

pay the price for that.....Only God's Elect like myself are to be protected. For the rest of you a

misery is coming that you cannot possible begin to fathom......David Kuvelas......God's

Witness.....Here to condemn the Jews and the whole world who follows them......

LIKE REPLY

Writes David God's Witness Dec 24, 2022

I came very very close to taking an AK-47 and just start going around killing people left and

right. Kill all the Police and take them on full force at their own Police Station. Go to the Media

outlets and murder every single solitary person there. Go to the courts and light up all the

lawyers and judges and then go to the FBI and hunt them down one by one and execute them

in cold blood. Then I'd be gunning for Military punk boys and actually show them for the first

time in their worthless miserable meaningless lives what a real man is......And real men aren't

order following sissies doing what they're told to do without any free will....God's Witness

hates people and hates this world.....God's Witness is here to call out everyone on this planet

and call them the SCUM that they ALL are. You cannot hide nor can you fool God's Witness.

For it is God who has SHOWN me who and what all of you are. He has shown me what YOU

do in SECRET......You are all condemned.....You can cry and complain and protest all you want

to....but you know between good and evil and you chose evil so now you're going to have to

pay the price for that.....Only God's Elect like myself are to be protected. For the rest of you a

misery is coming that you cannot possible begin to fathom......David Kuvelas......God's

Witness.....Here to condemn the Jews and the whole world who follows them......

LIKE REPLY

JKS Dec 10, 2022

I don't see any proof that the risks outweight the benefit, it seems like you're just ranting at
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that point.

LIKE REPLY

Mark Palmer Oct 29, 2022

The vaccinated bullies owe an apology to the unvaccinated!

LIKE REPLY

Gary Neal Oct 19, 2022

It was very bizarre. Watching and listening to the brainwashed idiots not only queuing for an

experimental untested jab but also pillorying me for not buying into the madness. I soon

realized that arguing with them was a waste of time.

LIKE REPLY

Andrea R Oct 18, 2022

I tried to share this to my Facebook page and got no views or traction on it despite my

friends/fam reach being several hundred ppl. I then received notice from Facebook saying

they were adding a ‘false information’ tag on the post you wrote which won’t allow anyone to

see it even. I can’t believe we are living in this world where an OPINION PIECE is censored.

This is complete madness.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jenny Hatch Healthy Families-Jenny Hatch on… Oct 17, 2022

Thanks Michael.

As a long term vaccine abolitionist, it has been heart rending to observe this latest clusterfark

by the drug industrialists.

I ache for the loss of life and those who will surely die in the years to come because of the

wickedness in high places.

Jenny Hatch

https://healthyfamilies.substack.com/

LIKE REPLY

Tarnia Evans Oct 16, 2022

Highly doubtful we will ever see actual Justice served over the Decrees issued by

governments worldwide under the States Of Emergency over Covid- any time soon. History

tells us as much from the previous World Wars when governments effectively did as they

liked without question.

Nothing we did to try and stop it all -made a single bit of difference. Life goes on.
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LIKE REPLY

diogenes Oct 15, 2022

NPCs chose to commit crimes against mankind, this was not negligence, this was not “a

mistake“.

We were on the edge of suffering the fate of all victims of communist crimes that ever were,

and we still live under that threat… we will always live under that threat whilst surrounded with

these subhuman NPC filth.

There is no coming back from what we’ve witnessed, there is no moving forward either.

They are at least 97% where I am.

LIKE REPLY

Jane Scandurra Oct 15, 2022

Ed Dowd has been a warrior trying to expose the truth. The closest he’s gotten to the

“mainstream” media to share his thesis and analysis was an interview with Dr Drew 3 weeks

ago. It got good traction, but for some reason, it suddenly went viral last weekend. And since

then views went from 244k this past Tuesday to 565k views this morning. Ed thinks we may

be approaching a tipping point. He predicts the news cycle will get even crazier to distract.

Here’s the Dr. Drew interview (I’m shocked it’s still up there):

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NCGO9kuYM0M

Ed is the real deal, as many of you who already follow him know. For a full review of Ed’s

broader thesis of how he believes Covid was a convenient cover up for a looming financial

collapse, watch this presentation he delivered - his first conference speaking engagement,

on Oct 1:

https://rumble.com/v1mny36-ed-dowd-covid-and-the-global-financial-collapse-a-tale-of-

catastrophes-and-.html

Please share both videos far and wide to expedite the awakening. And never forget what they

did to all of us who stood firm against medical tyranny either!

LIKE REPLY

Writes Gary Weglarz Gary’s Newsletter Oct 15, 2022

If there is one positive thing to come from the whole covid era - it is that we now clearly know

through their own shameless behavior who the completely amoral, fascist, totalitarian,

authoritarian nut jobs are in public office and media around the globe. I wouldn't encourage

anyone to "hold their breath" waiting for any apologies from these amoral idiots.

LIKE REPLY
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LIKE REPLY

Dishwasher Oct 15, 2022

Do you think this all might have been because the jab is a bioweapon? I have been wondering

about that. so many things seem wrong the more I read up about the various features of the

jabs.

And there was this suggesting massive sabotage in the production process

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FWJ9GXPagAAQXpF.jpg but I don't know enough animal

genetics to know if it's plausible or just an internet horror story. Would be interested to know

others' opinions.

LIKE REPLY

R G Reader Oct 15, 2022

Thanks for providing this horrible history. Apparently, progressive people with power do

repeat things done by the Nazi Government...I want to see trials for these ghouls but the

ghouls have still the power and haven't been defeated.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1297275/

LIKE REPLY

Dairenn L. Oct 14, 2022

The only upshot to all of this is that it revealed which ones of my friends, family and

neighbors turned out to be either incredibly stupid or, even worse, evil. Without this episode

to bring it out of them, I might have gone on for years or even decades tricked into believing

these were sane, decent people who had my best interests at heart.

In my journey to relocate to Japan, I was concerned about how to deal with ties to people

once part of my life in America. With so many of them having chosen to become

psychological slaves to Big Pharma due to either paranoid hypochondria, getting paid off (or

both), I now no longer must struggle with how to carry on. For I have already moved on.

LIKE REPLY

Joe Van Steenbergen Oct 14, 2022

We've transitioned from government doing the bidding of corporations (see "War is a Racket"

by Gen Smedley Butler) to corporations owning and operating governments. So it should

come as no surprise that governments and corporations did everything in their power to

ensure pharma corporations would have patients to inject. That there also is a depopulation

agenda at play among the global "elites" and the City of London/central banking cartel only

adds to the understanding of why they pushed these deadly shots onto global populations.

It takes a special kind of warped and demented thinking among "elites" who have absolutely
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zero connection with the rest of humanity, and could not care less about what they were

subjecting the world's populations to. They were born without the capacity to empathize with

others, and they tend to gravitate to each other and collaborate their agenda of totalitarian

control and world destruction. We truly are on our own.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Rebel2Tyrants Rebellion 2 Tyrants = Obedience… Oct 14, 2022

I didn't let the pressure bother me too much until Biden's proposed mandate through OSHA.

Then I began to be concerned because I knew I would never take the jab, and I had also

intended to avoid any testing. My company had always said that they would not mandate

shots (although I think they wanted to) but that they would follow OSHA guidelines. It didn't

seem to matter that it was morally wrong.

Even though I was never forced to get the jab to keep my job, I was demoted from a

corporate officer position because I did not support mandatory masking, daily temperature

scans, dividing the building into zones that were not to be crossed, using ultraviolet light to

disinfect parts and products without any testing, etc.

Thankfully, I was able to find another position before I was fired.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Celayne Jones Oct 15, 2022

All the measures you mention are absurd but the temperature scans are the dumbest.

Someone with an elevated temp can take aspirin or Tylenol which would reduce their

temp long enough to “pass” and still be merrily spreading the cold germ.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Steven W Oct 14, 2022

I do think all the politicians that kept pushing this "Jab" need to be jailed! Also every penny

they made from the lockdowns etc. should be taken and put into public coffers to help pay

back the debt created by all the BS. All the people who died because of the shots that were

never tested properly, means that Big Pharma should be forced to pay back every cent they

"stole" from our countries.

LIKE REPLY

SaraB Oct 14, 2022

I appreciate most of your post — I appreciate you pulling all of those examples together — but

I don't think Martin Kulldorff has been keeping up. The shot isn't beneficial for anyone. Has

he or have you thought about the lipid nanoparticles being injected, the spike protein which is

now being made by the body (no off-switch), graphene oxide, self-assembling circuitry? Just
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now being made by the body (no off-switch), graphene oxide, self-assembling circuitry? Just

look at the blood slides of the jabbed and also the blood slides of those who've been

recipients of shedding.

LIKE REPLY

Writes The Mallorn Tree The Mallorn Tree Oct 14, 2022

For me, this has been a breaking point for the legitimacy of governments, the media and

scientific institutions. I will never again trust or respect anyone who supported and promoted

these lies, unless they fully admit their wrongdoing, apologize and work to compensate those

they've hurt. That probably won't happen, so... bye.

LIKE REPLY

Allen Oct 14, 2022

Good summation and historical account.

The urgent message that we must take from these past two and a half years is that we are

under sustained psychological warfare and have been for quite some time.

LIKE REPLY

DK Oct 13, 2022

We all march together !

Never forget !

LIKE REPLY

tooc Oct 13, 2022

Aren't there two different issues here?

1) lockdown the unvaccinated to stop transmission;

2) triage the unvaccinated to be last-to-be-treated for Covid since it is their own silly fault

that they are ill. If this is expanded to a reduction in priority for other kinds of treatment then

it becomes even more discriminatory.

LIKE REPLY

Kateinhi Oct 13, 2022

Latest From McCullough— does not stop infection / spread. Pfizfer never rested for. Criminals

LIKE REPLY

Toonlydoo Oct 13, 2022

Let the morons keep their sick care. They can languish in the very beds they cherish. Health

care is NOT Pharma and hospitals.
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LIKE REPLY

Writes David Bolen Drunk Tank Fiction Oct 13, 2022

Thank You. Keep it documented for the Nuremberg Trials.

—July 28, “The German health ministry officially admitted last Wednesday that 1 in every

5,000 injections given causes “serious side effects,” either hospitalization, permanent

disability, or death. Someone who gets four shots has a 1:1250 chance of these devastating

outcomes.”

⸺August 9, “Denmark Bans COVID Vaccine For Youth Under 18.”

⸺August 19 “As early as Feb 2021, we had reports from Israel that young men were

experiencing [post-vaccination] myocarditis" at a "deeply concerning" rate as high as 1 in

every 3,000 — a safety signal that Walensky claimed didn't exist, University of California San

Francisco epidemiologist Vinay Prasad wrote in his analysis of a new Thai myocarditis study.

It is "mind-boggling negligence" that U.S. agencies "have to rely on a Thailand preprint for

the first prospective study of cardiac biomarkers," Prasad said.”

⸺September 1, Peer reviewed and published from UCLA and Stanford. The Moderna and

the Pfizer vaccine trial data appeared to have a negative benefit/harm ratio. Published in

volume 40, issue 35 of the Vaccine journal.

⸺September 7, Britain has BANNED children under age 12 from receiving the COVID-19

vaccine.

—-September 11, international peer-reviewed study was just released showing a direct

correlation and likely causation between spikes in major heart issues in people under 40-

years-old and the rollout of the Covid-19 “vaccines.”

⸺Sept 12. A team of nine experts from Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and other top universities

has published paradigm-shifting research about the efficacy and safety of the COVID-19

vaccines and why mandating vaccines for college students is unethical.Expand full comment

LIKE REPLY (1)

Renske Dec 25, 2022

I can't find the one you mention from sept 1 in the Vaccine Journal. Which article are you

referring to exactly? Is it the one from Kristin Goddard et al.?

LIKE REPLY

Writes Daisy Moses Chief Crackpot The Heterodox Cheering Section … Oct 13, 2022

Actually, the jab had no benefits for the elderly or immune vulnerable either but the killin' of

the elderly and the vulnerable via clot shot (and other nefarious protocols) saved the

gov'mint from havin' to pay out social security and benefits for a whole lotta folks (which was
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gov'mint from havin' to pay out social security and benefits for a whole lotta folks (which was

the plan--via Kurzweil, Zeke Emanuel... the NHS in UK and more). Follow the money and the

cui bonos. As for all've us horribly demonized... the only upside is that we know a) just how

many folks are fer sale (morally, ethically) and which celebs were the biggest "whoo-rz" and

b) that sadly too many of our fella "men" (i.e. humans) are prompted into bein' "good

Germans" at the bat of an eyelash -- I mean it's not as if there were guns held to their heads

forcin' them to fink on neighbors or denounce us all as granny killers--geez!

LIKE REPLY
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